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MNT has the potential to disrupt a wide range of
industries.
So far it has penetrated mainly low volume
markets, some exceptions:
• Ink Jet Printing
• Automotive sensors

In the future, to be truly disruptive and achieve
significant impact on the global economy MNT will
need to enter a wider range of high volume
markets
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Performance
• Must deliver more performance at lower price than
existing technologies

Access to market
• Need to build supply chains that connect the
technology to end user markets

Scale-up to volume production
• Developing reliable, cost effective manufacturing
technologies – substantial investment required
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Cost (Arb. Units)

Cost of high volume manufacturing plants
• Semiconductor plant
• Display plant
• IJP Plant

$Bn’s
$100M’s
~$50M

Dedicated process plants to maximise
performance
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Equipment
Materials

University labs funded to focus on technology R&D
Spinouts funded to build low volume facilities, suitable for
pilot production of volume products
How will the next stage facilities be funded?
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There are a number of options:

• A Dedicated Facility
• Enhance a number existing players in region
• A Global Supply Network

Criteria for a dedicated facility
• Evidence of market demand
• Complexity of Integration task
• Cost of process line
• Strategic needs of funders
• Adequacy of funding
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Investment in shared facilities for pre-competitive research
Players gain access to scale-up capability,
Attract inward investment to region that is funding facility
Focus on platform technology + accessible range of applications

Clear business model
Easily reconfigured to adapt to technology
developments
Flexibility vs Control of process
IP agreements
Customer led approach
Adequate funding
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UK investment in infrastructure for MNT
• £40M+ for capital
• £50M+ for projects

9 Open access centres are in the planning stages
addressing areas such as Silicon MEMS,
nanoparticles, organic electronics, bonding
technology…..
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Provide environment to
– develop equipment, materials and technology
for low volume manufacturing of plastic
electronics
– Development and low volume manufacturing of
plastic electronic products

Cleanroom based pilot line, laboratories and
offices in dedicated building situated on NetPark
(science park near Durham, England)
Funded by NE England regional development
agency (ONE), UK MNT Network and industrial
partners
Support existing suppliers in NE – materials,
application design
Encourage the development of a stronger
regional supply chain for plastic electronics
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Bridging the gap between nano-technology
functional materials R&D and economic
production
Facilities made available for scale up and pilot
production of nano-technology based materials.
Investment by Industrial partners and UK MNT
network
Pre-competitive research by industrial partners
Build a hub-and-spoke network with leading
university and other research partners
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Yes, Open Access Centres can accelerate the
commercialisation of MNT
• Reducing cost of entry
• Linked in to value chain for application
• Linked in to supply chain for technology

UK is establishing a number of strategic facilities
that will accelerate the entry of key MNT
technologies into market sectors.

